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Guttenberg plagiarism scandal refers to the German political scandal that led to the resignation of Karl-Theodor zu
Guttenberg as Minister flaws in his thesis, but denied intentional deception and denied the use of a ghostwriter. .
reported that Guttenberg had used works of the German Parliamentary Research Service .

She divorced Enoch zu Guttenberg in , and Karl-Theodor grew up with his father. Murky Legal Ground What
is probably Germany's oldest and biggest ghostwriting agency has existed for more than 20 years. They
remain within the law in that they require their clients to sign a statement that the created text will only be
used for training purposes. A career in the theater is out of the question, like all other jobs, though. According
academic regulations, ghostwriting clients risk, at minimum, losing their degree and in some cases must even
pay high fines. What is important to me is his work as Minister of Defence and he carries out these duties
perfectly. This led to an overburdening by the thesis, which further increased during the years, Guttenberg
described. In his current job, he has only needed about three months for every assignment, and so far all of
them have been accepted by the universities. Just last week German Education Minister Annette Schavan had
her doctoral title stripped and was forced to step down when her university ruled that parts of her doctoral
dissertation had been plagiarized. The variation used in this book is that a the author, Hoppe, who had known
zu Guttenberg since third grade, had been helping shape the media figure zu Guttenberg for a number of years.
Any intention was denied by Guttenberg. The doctoral thesis was titled "Verfassung und Verfassungsvertrag.
There is hardly any profession left for him other than writing bachelors, masters and doctoral theses for other
people. Most universities require a statement saying that the student created the work on their own, which gets
dicey in court. Politics is tainted too, because its top representative [Chancellor Angela Merkel] tried to draw a
line between the politician and the scientists. Many pundits predict Guttenberg's eventual return to politics
With Saturday's and Sunday's hard copies of Bild yet to hit the stands, however, there's still time for the
publishing powerhouse to respond. Guttenberg appeared together with Henry Kissinger during a CNN
interview about the Ukraine crisis and explained the significant domestic political resistance that Merkel's
Russia policy faced in Germany. Too expensive and too ambitious, he reckoned. His mother married secondly
Adolf Richard Barthold von Ribbentrop, owner of an Eltville art gallery and son of Joachim von Ribbentrop ,
in , and has two children from her second marriage. Guttenberg is a member of the Christian Social Union of
Bavaria CSU and held different positions within the party, including that of secretary general. Germany
German press review: Guttenberg's 'smug nonchalance' rightly punished Media outlets in Germany were
virtually unanimous that Karl Theodor zu Guttenberg got his just deserts for plagiarizing his dissertation. The
idea that zu Guttenberg, the German defense minister whose plagiarized dissertation set off a long-running
discussion of plagiarism, had hired a ghostwriter was hotly disputed last year. Media reported on more than 80
charges, which had been filed. He meets a recruit at a bus stop, the soldier is sitting sloppily with his feet on
the seat. Princess Gabriele of Wrede. The plagiarism scandal surrounding former defense minister Karl
Theodor zu Guttenberg floored the career of Germany's most popular politician, a strong future candidate for
the chancellor's post. Baron Georg Enoch zu Guttenberg  However, in contrast to Jung, Guttenberg conceded
that the strike had also caused civilian casualties. This led to his losing track of the PhD dissertation,
Guttenberg stated. In his field precarious living conditions are the rule, and besides, elsewhere only specialists
are wanted, he says. But the story does present a plausible explanation for the extensive patchwork quilt
plagiarism in zu Guttenberg's thesis. In the market of vanity titles that's even more true. The paper mentions
the looming possibility of lawsuits, with intentional plagiarism counting as an abuse of Intellectual Property
rights in some cases. Baron Luitpold von und zu der Tann-Rathsamhausen 9. His apartment is sparsely
decorated with just a bed, writing desk and glass wall cabinet, where binders and legal texts stand next to a
row of classic literature. Feedback Another assignment has just come in: pages to be written in four weeks on
the topic of business administration, in English. Background[ edit ] Guttenberg studied law at the University
of Bayreuth , [20] where he passed the first legal state examination in  Other agencies openly advertize that
they take over the work of overwhelmed academics. He insisted on strict conditionality, including
restructuring, and limited support to only those companies which were otherwise competitive but were
temporarily affected by the crisis. On the same day the newspaper informed Guttenberg and gave him a few
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hours to respond to the allegations.


